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Inside the
Minds of Plan
Participants
What’s Next?

American Workers’ Path to Retirement
Readiness got rocked by the pandemic’s
disruptions of the past two years. Confidence
stumbled, certainly. But many workers display
a surprising resilience in sticking with their
savings. They know what they want from their
retirement plans, and sponsors are now doing
more than just listening.
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About AB’s Defined Contribution Research
The Defined Contribution (DC) team at AllianceBernstein (AB) has conducted surveys of employees since 2005 and
of plan sponsors since 2006. These snapshots help us understand the attitudes and behaviors of workers toward
retirement saving, the changing state of DC plans, and the concerns, perspectives and strategies of plan sponsors.
We want to share this research with plan sponsors. We believe it will help them understand how to lead
participants to better savings outcomes and more comfortable, confident retirements. We conducted our latest
web-based plan-participant survey in July 2021. It was based on a national sample of 1,015 full-time workers
between the ages of 18 and 75 with a current or past DC account. We surveyed an additional 185 retired workers
who had previously worked full-time and participated in a workplace savings plan.
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54%
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Research
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Married
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“Target date” in a fund’s name refers to the approximate year when a plan participant expects to retire and begin withdrawing from his or her account. Target-date funds gradually
adjust their asset allocation, lowering risk as a participant nears retirement. Investments in target-date funds are not guaranteed against loss of principal at any time, and account
values can be more or less than the original amount invested—including at the time of the fund’s target date. Also, investing in target-date funds does not guarantee sufficient
income in retirement.
How our survey explained an additional target-date feature of a guaranteed stream of income in retirement: “The income payments would be based on a percentage of
your highest account balance in the years leading up to your retirement. This type of fund would be offered to you at a very competitive price. This type of enhanced target-date
fund would offer you: an income stream that will last as long as you live; the potential to increase the size of your income stream with gains in your investments; income protection
in down markets—they won’t reduce the size of your guaranteed payments; the flexibility to take part or all of your money out of your account at any time without incurring
withdrawal fees.”
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Overview
Over the past four decades, defined
contribution (DC) plans have grown up.
They have become an integral part of
many American households’ financial
lives—accompanying all the celebrations
as well as the setbacks that seem to
occur all too frequently nowadays. This
past year was no exception. The global
COVID-19 pandemic brought the world to a
near standstill, bringing distinctly difficult
challenges to many workers and their
economic well-being.

Retirement Confidence
Yes, workers feel less optimistic than pre-pandemic about their financial
readiness for retirement. But from a longer-term perspective, confidence is
better than expected. But that confidence can vary greatly, depending on a
worker’s age.

Weathering the Stormy Weather?
The bad news: a sizable portion of the workforce had to dip into their savings.
The good news: most of them avoided tapping into their DC plan balances.
One source of help in staying steadfast? Companies stepped up with financial
wellness programs.

Being Heard
What participants want and what they fear often reflect their age. But participants
of all ages overwhelmingly want more ethical investment choices.

OK Boomer…Really!

Our latest participant survey chronicles
the attitudes, resilience and adjustments
of American workers through these latest
turbulent times of COVID-19, climate
change, political anxiety and economic
challenges. Yet throughout these daunting
obstacles, our survey respondents seem
to have held steadier through the storms
than we might have expected.
Certainly, challenges continue to
accompany America’s journey toward
retirement readiness. Our survey offers
some telling insights about what
participants are doing well, where they
are falling short and what they want from
their DC plans in the future.

The media and financial industry often say that the current wave of retirees
are financially unprepared. Surprisingly, the majority of our survey’s retired
respondents tell a different story.

Living Well Is the Best Revenge Reward
The next wave of retirees don’t feel so sanguine about their prospects. Many
haven’t a clue as to how much they can withdraw annually from their savings.
They definitely want guaranteed retirement income, but they’re not keen on the
usual guaranteed products on offer.

Hitting or Missing the Target?
DC plans increasingly adopt target-date funds as well as automatic features,
but plan participant engagement lags. That could change if the full arsenal
of communications and financial wellness programs do more to focus on the
benefits of “do-it-for-me” solutions.

Acting Their Attitude, Not Their Age
Different age groups in our surveys often show strong correlations to
behavioral differences toward investing and finance. But our investor persona
groups indicate useful ways to improve participant communications—by
attitude, not necessarily by age.
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Retirement Confidence: Strong, Surviving or Stuck?
Confidence about future retirement finances has never been stellar, and
this year’s survey reaffirms the fleeting hold that confidence can have
on too many participants.

The last two years have pummeled many workers in the US and
around the globe. That’s what made our participants’ responses on
retirement confidence seem all the more surprising.

HOW CONFIDENT ARE YOU THAT YOU WILL
HAVE A COMFORTABLE RETIREMENT?

35%

41%
23%

Confident/
Very Confident

Somewhat
Confident

Not Very/Not
at All Confident

29%

16-Year Avg
Confident/
Very Confident

We asked our confident/very confident current workers what the
reasons are for their upbeat outlook. Nearly half (45%) say that they
will get a pension from an employer, and almost as many (44%)
say that they have enough savings already. Close behind those two
answers, respondents say that they have saved enough money but
need to save more (40%) and that they will get enough money from
Social Security (37%).
Among the roughly two-thirds of respondents who fall short on
confidence (somewhat confident, not very confident or not confident
at all), most of them frequently mention that Social Security won’t
help enough (43%), along with 42% saying that they haven’t
saved enough.

KEY REASONS FOR YOUR LACK OF
RETIREMENT CONFIDENCE?

Source: AB Research, 2021

I will not get enough money
from Social Security

Yes, the 35% who are confident or very confident fell sharply
lower than the heights reached in 2018, when nearly half our
respondents (47%) felt quite sanguine about their financial future.
But it’s worth noting that the last time it was even over 40% was in
2007—just before the global financial crisis.

I don’t have enough savings

So this year’s 35% feeling pretty confident looks…pretty good,
considering the debilitating economic impact of the pandemic. It also
registers notably higher than the 29% average level of good confidence
over the 16 years that we’ve canvassed respondents. And typically, the
most often cited response has been the ambivalent “somewhat confident.”
Age played a distinctive role in our respondents’ perceptions of confidence.
The group with the highest confidence levels are current workers aged
65–75. However, those aged 55–64 fall lowest on reporting good
confidence. Perhaps the steadier level of confidence exhibited by those
younger than 55 indicates a better, earlier start toward saving than those
realizing that they’re on the brink of leaving the workforce.

43%
42%

I have saved some money
but need to save more

41%

Inflation will hurt my
spending power

27%
23%

Market volatility scares me
I won’t get a pension from
an employer

20%

I will work part-time

20%

I plan on delaying
my retirement
I haven’t thought about
retirement
I don’t plan on retiring

11%
7%
4%

Source: AB Research, 2021
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And yet, while two-thirds of our surveyed participants don’t express
sufficient confidence, 75% of those same respondents say that
they are either definitely on track or think that they are on track for
their retirement savings. That disconnect may involve different time
perspectives: current conditions affect confidence, while long-term
planning informs our respondents’ savings strategies. And when
asked if they have a strategy, two-thirds say that they do, whether
that strategy is carefully plotted or just vague.
Confidence in those strategies gets a bit shakier when respondents
are asked directly about the feasibility of their retirement savings
lasting through retirement. With this question, a relatively equal
percentage of respondents (33%) still report reasonable confidence,
but those who are “somewhat” confident falls a bit, from 41% to
37%, and those who are not confident increases to 29% from 23%.
Confidence takes a further dive when respondents give their estimate
of how resilient their retirement savings strategy would be in the
face of severe markets (Display below). While three-fourths say that
they’re definitely on track for their retirement savings, this question
seems to indicate that nearly three-fourths (74%) are iffy, at best,
about the sturdiness of their strategy when push comes to shove.

CONFIDENCE THAT RETIREMENT SAVINGS
ARE PROTECTED FROM AN ECONOMIC
DOWNTURN OR A SUDDEN OR SHARP
MARKET DECLINE
37%

IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL ISSUES ON
RETIREMENT CONFIDENCE

94%

92%

Always Having
Social Security

Not Having My
Taxes Increase

94%

96%

Having Access to
Medicare/Medicaid

Containing My
Housing Costs

Source: AB Research, 2021

31%

We expect that concerns—whether near-term or longer-term—may
grow more prominent in future surveys. COVID-19, climate change
and politics may likely continue their impact. But there are two more
specific concerns looming: the solvency of Social Security and
Medicare. The latest government report found that both programs
were badly affected by the pandemic.1

18%

8%

Very
Confident

6%

Confident

Somewhat
Confident

Not Very
Confident

Not at
All Confident

Across the board, over 90% of our respondents say that it’s
important that they always have Social Security and access to
Medicare/Medicaid. They also feel strongly about not having their
taxes increase, as well as the need to contain their housing costs
(Display above).
While those are the concerns focused on the future, our
respondents also weighed in on the concerns of today and how well
(or not) they are coping.

Source: AB Research, 2021

1 The 2021 Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Federal Disability Insurance Trust Funds, United States Social Security
Administration, August 31, 2021.
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Weathering the Stormy Weather?
Impacts on Participants’ Well-Being
The US is finding a new normal...now. But our survey provides an
interesting snapshot of participant behaviors taken during the height of
the pandemic.
The last two years have pummeled many American workers. But
overall, our survey respondents seem to be sturdier and more
resilient, in the face of large-scale adversities. When asking them
for a general assessment of their current financial coping, a strong
60% are meeting the challenges of life in the pandemic (Display
below). It’s manageable, but tough, for another one-third. While
we’d wish no one had to struggle financially through this, it is
remarkable that only 8% say that they are facing major difficulties.

IN THE PAST YEAR, HAVE YOU…?

39%

Used credit cards (and carried a balance
on those cards) to pay for living expenses

27%

Dipped into emergency savings to pay for
living expenses

WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT YOUR FINANCIAL LIFE
OVERALL, HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE IT?

I am doing very well
and thriving

12%

I am doing well with the
normal financial challenges

48%

I am making ends meet,
but it’s a challenge

I am barely getting by,
often not making ends meet

Source: AB Research, 2021

31%

8%

17%

Tapped into retirement savings,
either by loan or withdrawal, to pay for
living expenses

Source: AB Research, 2021

We then asked our respondents whether the pandemic might
be specifically affecting their abilities to save for retirement.
Surprisingly, over 70% say that the pandemic has not affected their
retirement savings or affected how and why they plan on retiring.
But some participants tell us that they have had to use credit cards and
emergency savings and have even taken loans or withdrawals from
their retirement savings to pay for living expenses (Display above).
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Coping with Volatile Politics and Markets

Investing in the Wealth of Wellness

The past several years have brought other social and environmental
concerns that might also play a part in workers’ overall well-being.
For example, the increasingly divisive and strained political
atmosphere in America today: Here, the majority of respondents
express a wariness that has lowered their confidence (Display
below). And while roughly one-third of them feel no effect
from politics on their retirement confidence, only 8% feel any
sense of an improved political atmosphere as it relates to their
retirement readiness.

Beyond the troubled atmosphere and environment of political
turmoil and market swings, American workers have to battle dayto-day personal expenditures. These often loom much larger than
retirement concerns, which frequently reside in the far-off land of
“tomorrow.” Credit card and college loan debt, insurance premiums,
healthcare costs, taxes—even basics like checkbook balancing—all
factor with everything else into an individual’s financial well-being.

HAS THE CURRENT POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT
AFFECTED YOUR CONFIDENCE IN BEING ABLE
TO REACH A COMFORTABLE RETIREMENT?
35%

35

34%
27%

Participants have started to express the desire for sponsors to
help them connect those dots. Among our respondents, 76% say
that they have either participated in a retirement saving seminar at
work or would do so if it were offered. The time is right for financial
wellness programming.
In a joint survey with the Defined Contribution Institutional Investment
Association (DCIIA), we asked 2,000 workers what types of financial
programs they would find most helpful (Display below). Those workers
who participate in their DC plans express strong interest in tools
to help make decisions. They also favor financial education, advice
and counseling.

INTEREST IN FINANCIAL WELLNESS
PROGRAM OFFERINGS
2%

6%
71%

Tools to help make decisions

0
Substantially
improved
your
confidence

Somewhat
improved
your
confidence

Had no
effect
on your
confidence

Somewhat
lowered
your
confidence

Substantially
lowered
your
confidence

58%

Education

Source: AB Research, 2021

Still, wariness seems to be influencing our respondents’ current
views toward how to invest for the long term. Stock market swings,
whether up or down, make a sizable 43% of respondents want to
curb their enthusiasm and adopt a more conservative investing
approach. Interestingly, the youngest age group (18–24) feels
this urge to retrench far more strongly (57%) than any other age
bracket. But altogether, if we combine the “unsure” 20% of our
respondents with the 43% who’ll retreat from volatility’s perceived
risks, that’s nearly two-thirds who may not be taking enough
advantage of the growth opportunities in long-term stock investing.

55%

Advice

Counseling

40%

Source: AB Research, 2021

However, most of our respondents do prescribe to one investing
maxim: Don’t succumb to panic selling. When asked what they
would do in the face of a substantial market downturn, 80% of our
respondents would hold steady (35%) or wait to see where the dust
settles before taking any action (45%). Only 20% say that they
would move money to different investments.
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What topics did employees consider most valuable? Financial
planning, budgeting and managing debt. Interestingly, life-stage
factors and household income exert some influence on which
topics are of greatest interest. For example, budgeting and
mortgage education topped the list for those in their twenties and
thirties, while mid-career employees want to know more about
covering healthcare costs, saving for college, investment advice
and life insurance. Higher-earning households (>$75K) look for
help with financial planning, taxes and college funding.
Financial wellness programs can be tailored to any company’s
employee demographics. Of course, the best solution would be to
include a variety of topics that would extend the program’s appeal
to the widest number of workers. All these financial issues and
concerns are intertwined, and any interest by employees in one
area will likely have a beneficial effect on other financial issues.

Program Availability vs. Participant Awareness
In our 2016 and 2019 surveys of DC plan sponsors, we asked
them if they offer financial wellness programs. Adoption of these
programs rose significantly in the latter survey, from 43% in 2016
to 65% in 2019.
And yet, very few of our participant survey respondents seem to be
aware as to whether their employers offer this educational assistance.
In fact, only 18% say that their company offers such a program.
Although 19% say that they don’t know, that leaves nearly two-thirds
of respondents telling us that their company has no such program.
These low levels of program awareness further translate into low
usage and adoption rates. On average, financial wellness program
users are white, male and have higher household incomes. That
demographic skew underscores the urgency to communicate the
availability and usefulness of these programs to other employee
groups that may be more in need of them—such as women, people
of color and those with lower incomes.

And these programs definitely have value for employees and
employers! Plan sponsors who say that their companies offer
these programs noted strong positive impacts on employees in
our 2016 survey. The 2019 survey registered even higher marks
(Display below).

WHAT IMPACT HAVE YOUR FINANCIAL
WELLNESS PROGRAMS HAD ON EMPLOYEES?
51%

Employees are more engaged
with our organization

47%

Employees have a better
perception of our organization

Employees are more
productive and focused

Employees are less stressed

40%

35%

61%

60%

60%

47%

 2016

 2019

Source: AB Research, 2021

Companies that offer these programs seem to have more engaged,
productive employees who have improved their financial knowledge
and confidence. And those employees may be more likely to retire
when they want—a key success metric in quantifying the health of
many companies’ DC plans.
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Being Heard:
What I Need, What I Fear, What I Want
Participants know what they want…or want to avoid. What they need to know is
that they’re being heard.
It doesn’t matter what survey or poll you consult; the single biggest
item on workers’ wish list for retirement is enough money to last
for the rest of their lives. How they intend to secure that money is
another story.
Our survey respondents cover a wide range of household
retirement savings. Approximately one-third have savings of less
than $50,000, another third have $50,000–$250,000, and
less than a third have more than $250,000. Understandably,
respondents 18–24 years of age account for the majority of
low-end savers. Older and more educated respondents tend to
report the larger balances.
When asked what effect their workplace retirement savings
account had on the amount of money they’re saving for retirement,
three-fourths say that it substantially or somewhat increased their
savings. Only 2% feel the DC plan has decreased their retirement
savings effort. Roughly 23% feel that it made no difference—a
response mostly voiced by younger participants. Nearly half (48%)
of those under 24 voice that view, and one-fourth of those aged
25–34 agree. That answer may be partly due to more pressing
financial matters, such as paying off student debt, starting a family
or saving to buy a home.
We then asked participants what level of assets they want to have
at retirement to feel completely comfortable that their money would
last as long as needed and that it would be enough to keep up with
their current lifestyle (Display right).

WHAT ASSET LEVEL DO YOU WANT TO HAVE
AT RETIREMENT TO FEEL COMFORTABLE?

8%

Less than $100,000

15%

$100,000–$249,999

19%

$250,000–$499,000

22%

$500,000–$999,999

33%

$1MM–$4.9MM

$5MM or more

4%

Source: AB Research, 2021

While almost 60% of respondents want a nest egg of a half-million
dollars or more, only 14% of them currently have that much in their
retirement savings accounts. Herein lies the quandary that DC plan
sponsors continue to face: how to close the retirement savings
gap between what participants need and what they currently do to
get there.
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“Wishin’ and hopin’ and thinkin’ and prayin’…”
This disconnect may be a key reason that nearly two-thirds (64%)
of respondents voice tepid (or terrified) retirement confidence. But
despite the gap between what they have and what they want, only
31% work with a financial advisor. And as we will discuss later, few
participants have the financial acumen to go it alone.
DC plans have an arsenal of automatic tools to help participants—
qualified default investment alternatives (QDIAs), automatic
enrollment, automatic escalation and the addition of company-wide
financial wellness programs. But without that help and awareness/
engagement efforts, participants’ worst fears will increasingly
hound them as they get closer to retirement.
Topping that “fear factor” list is not having enough money to live at
the same level as today (Display below). The next three most cited
reasons encompass fears of being dependent on others, inability
to afford healthcare and less help from Social Security. On that last
topic, they may not be too far off the mark.

MAIN CONCERNS WITH RESPECT TO LIVING
IN RETIREMENT? (SELECT UP TO 3)

I won’t have enough money to
live at the same level as today

53%

I don't want to be dependent
upon anyone

40%

Social Security won’t be as
helpful as it was in the past

39%

I won’t have enough money
to pay healthcare costs

37%

Inflation will make things
I like to do hard to afford

28%

I will outlive my
retirement savings
Poor stock market returns
will leave me with less money
I won't be able to leave
any money to my family

26%
13%

Interestingly, another fear—inflation harming their purchasing
power—shows only a slight uptick in concern from previous
years. But when inflation was framed specifically within financial
concerns, it becomes a more prominent issue (Display below).

TOP THREE CONCERNS ABOUT RETIREMENT
FROM A FINANCIAL PERSPECTIVE?

Saving enough to live
comfortably in retirement

72%

Inflation eroding the value
of my savings

65%

How much I can withdraw each
year and not outlive my money

56%

Stock market crash just
as I reach retirement

34%

How to grow my money
in retirement

34%

Knowing how to withdraw
from different accounts
How to invest my money
when I'm retired

21%
19%

Source: AB Research, 2021

Many of these response percentages were relatively consistent
across different age groups. One exception is that concern over
inflation, which rises steadily with age. Interestingly, concern over
“how to grow my money in retirement” was far more pronounced
with the youngest cohort: 18–24-year-olds (52%). And fears of not
saving enough noticeably diminished (49%) among those active
participants aged 65–74.
Perhaps that somewhat lowered concern among older workers
reflects a more practical adjustment between expectations
and reality. They do, in fact, express far more confidence in
their retirement savings amount (56%) than the average for our
respondents (33%).

10%

Source: AB Research, 2021
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ESG: Investing in a Future for Everyone
Two-thirds of plan sponsors recently told us that their participants
want more investment choices with a responsible investing tilt.
Two-thirds also view the integration of ESG considerations into
investment decisions as a fiduciary duty, although 42% grapple
with the many fund variations on the theme of ESG. A majority of
our plan sponsor respondents say that they currently include some
form of responsible investing options on their plan menu.
When we asked participants how important it is to have investment
options within their workplace retirement savings plan that
adhere to their core ethical values, a resounding 83% say that it’s
somewhat or very important.

HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO HAVE DC PLAN
INVESTMENT OPTIONS THAT ADHERE TO
YOUR CORE ETHICAL VALUES?

HOW LIKELY ARE YOU TO INVEST IN SUCH
A FUND IF PERFORMANCE AND FEES
WERE COMPARABLE?
5% 14%

38%

43%

18–24

2% 4% 23%

42%

29%

25–34

3% 4%

33%

38%

22%

35–54

5% 6%

36%

38%

16%

55–64

5%

83%

28%

26%

65–75

62%

Net Important

41%

 Very Likely  Somewhat Likely
 It Wouldn’t Be a Factor in Your Investment
 Somewhat Unlikely
 Very Unlikely

Net Likely
Source: AB Research, 2021

Plan participants think it’s
important that the investment
options within their workplace
retirement savings plan adhere
to their core ethical values

33%

32%

Plan participants are likely to invest
in socially responsible funds if
offered in their retirement plan if
the performance and fees are
comparable with those of other
investments in the plan

34%

33%

62%

54%

49%

49%

18%

11%

5%

14%
9%

18–24

36%

23%

7%

11%
25–34

41%

35–54

15%
55–64

65–75

This overall score of 83% very/somewhat important is slightly lower
than the 90% we charted previously. But more interesting is the
substantial approval by younger cohorts to have their investments
aligned with their core ethical values. In other words, the next wave
of employees are putting employers on notice that they definitely
want their investment dollars deployed in favor of an ethical, more
responsible future.
This is corroborated further in their likelihood to invest in the DC
plan’s ESG funds if performance and fees were comparable with
other, similar offerings in the plan (Display above).
Again, the newest members of the workforce lead the march
toward responsible investing. And this aspect of the “changing
of the guard” isn’t slight: It’s nearly 20 percentage points higher
than the assent given by our total survey population. And while
the exuberance of our next-gen investors for ESG funds wanes a
bit if performance is slightly lower, their 67% likelihood still ranks
higher than our total participants’ likelihood with comparable
performance (62%) and far above the 39% among all respondents
if performance were lower.

£ Very Important £ Somewhat Important
£ Somewhat Unimportant
£ Not Important at All
Source: AB Research, 2021
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Retirees:
OK Boomer…Really!
There are lessons to be learned from our retired respondents—some cautionary,
but some that are more hopeful than you might expect.
So Far, So Good…and Often Better
We all hear the dire warnings of how unprepared Americans are
for retirement, but is that the dominant case for former DC plan
participants? We surveyed 200 retirees between the ages of 65
and 75 to glean some specific attitudes and financial realities of
retirement. The good news? A surprising 80% of our respondents
say that their quality of life in retirement is either about what they
expected or exceeds expectations. In fact, 10% of them feel that it
far exceeds expectations (Display below).

HOW MUCH OF YOUR ANNUAL SPENDING
COMES FROM YOUR DC PLAN ASSETS?

43%

None

24%

10% or Less

RELATIVE TO YOUR EXPECTATIONS, HOW
SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH YOUR RETIREMENT
LIFESTYLE TODAY?

Far exceeds
my expectations

10%

More than 40%

Somewhat exceeds
my expectations
Is about what
I expected

Falls far short of
my expectations

20%

18%

Source: AB Research, 2021

24%
45%

Falls somewhat short
of my expectations

15%–40%

17%
4%

Source: AB Research, 2021

That overwhelmingly positive response is further surprising, given
that 56% of these retirees have an annual income (from all sources,
including pensions and Social Security) of less than $50,000.
Another 34% estimate that their annual retirement income is between
$50,000 and $100,000. Only 10% have higher annual incomes.

Perhaps the quality of retirement life isn’t so much quantitative
financially as it is qualitative emotionally and intellectually. Or it may
be that a large portion of contentment in retirement depends on
income sources that are guaranteed to last as long as they live.
Since all of our retirees did previously participate in a DC plan, all of them
would also have at least some amount of annual income from Social
Security. Statistically, that government source of guaranteed income
covers a significant portion of annual income for many lower-wage
earners. Interestingly, 43% of our retirees report that they currently
don’t access their workplace retirement savings at all—regardless of
what type of accounts now hold those assets (Display above).
Because our respondents were all between the ages of 65 and 75,
many of them may be able to hold off until they have to start taking
required minimum distributions.2 Another possible reason is that 59%
of our retired respondents say that they personally have a pension.

2 Due to changes made by the SECURE Act, if your 70th birthday is July 1, 2019, or later, you do not have to take withdrawals until you reach age 72. If your 70th birthday
occurred before July 1, 2019, you had to start taking RMDs at 70½.
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While six in 10 current retirees have a pension, that percentage will
likely diminish in the near future. Even among our survey’s current
workers who feel somewhat or very confident about retirement,
only 45% say that they will get a pension.
With more companies freezing or terminating their defined benefit
plans, this former mainstay of retirement security will increasingly play
a smaller part. Workers will have to take up the slack by saving more.

Words of Wisdom, Words to the Wise
Saving more happens to be the top action that our retirees mention
when asked what they’d change if they could prepare for retirement
all over again (Display below). That piece of advice may be sinking in
with current participants, since half our respondents contribute 7%
or more of their annual pay, with nearly two in 10 (17%) contributing
more than 10% of their annual salary.

71%

52%
31%

Take better care of health

22%

Work longer
Have a plan for free time

17%

Learn more about
personal finances

17%

Downsize earlier

16%

Begin taking Social Security
payments later
Develop a budget/plan
for retirement
Get professional
financial advice
Develop a plan for
healthcare expenses
Retire earlier

12%
12%
12%

Living the Life
Sure, there’s a lot of things that our retirees would do differently
if they had the chance, but we all have a bit more wisdom in
hindsight. Living in the moment, however, can call up both anxiety
and enthusiasm.
We asked our retirees if they were comfortable withdrawing
money from their retirement savings, and a full 60% agree with
that, while 51% go further, saying that after saving for a long time,
they’re happy to be spending some of that nest egg. On the other
hand, nearly half (46%) say that it makes them nervous to see their
savings balances going down.

IF YOU COULD PREPARE FOR RETIREMENT
ALL OVER AGAIN, WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING
ACTIONS WOULD YOU TAKE THAT YOU DIDN’T
TAKE BEFORE? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)
Put more away for retirement
from monthly earnings

What’s also interesting is the relatively equal selection of some
contrary items: work longer, retire earlier, start Social Security later.
These highlight issues of longevity risk—both the long and short
of retirement life spans. For example, many workers start taking
Social Security at 62, the earliest age you can access that program.
But waiting until 70 to start taking payments would increase your
monthly payments. The longer you live in retirement, the more
practical it is to wait. And one great benefit of Social Security is that
it’s a guaranteed income for life—the biggest single request that
workers want from their DC plan savings.

Still, more than two-thirds (68%) feel that their standard of living
has stayed about the same or improved. And a surprisingly strong
82% are happy with their personal finances. Most of this happy
majority say that they’re comfortable after paying all the monthly
bills, but more than a few note that they’re very comfortable and
have enough money to do all the things they enjoy.
Perhaps the reason for these high percentages of high spirits
centers on a decrease in monthly spending since they stopped
working. Nearly 60% tell us that their retirement spending has
declined either somewhat or substantially. In light of the strong
satisfaction with their retirement standard of living, it would be
plausible that the decline in spending equates to needing less and
feeling more content.

11%
10%

Source: AB Research, 2021

67

59%

63

$35,000

$75,000

59

Median Age

Retiree
Snapshot

Median Household
Income

Receive a Pension

Median DC Account
Balance

Average Expected
Retirement Age

Average Actual
Retirement Age

45%

Use a Financial
Advisor
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Retirement Income:
Living Well Is the Best Revenge Reward
As Aristotle and Mary Poppins say, “Well begun is half done.” Participants of all
ages could benefit from that advice when planning for retirement.
The Next Wave of Retirees: Ready or Not?
If retirement really is more of a pleasant surprise than many
anticipated, then it might be okay that older workers heading for
the exit aren’t particularly prepared. We asked respondents aged
55–75 (who are currently working, not retired) what they intend to
do with their DC plan assets when they retire (Display below). While
a majority (52%) have a sensible answer, 43% have no answer.
Another 5% have a hazardous one: taking a lump-sum (cash)
distribution. That may feel euphoric for a while, but it could lead to
an overly rapid depletion of assets.

WHEN YOU RETIRE, WHAT DO YOU PLAN TO
DO WITH THE MONEY IN YOUR EMPLOYER’S
RETIREMENT PLAN ACCOUNT?

Take a lump-sum
distribution

5%
23%

Leave my money in
the plan

Haven’t started
thinking about it
Thought about it but
not sure

Steady income stream
in retirement

18%
11%
19%
24%

33%

Growth as markets rise

21%

Protection of principal

21%

Well-diversified
investment mix
Professionals adjust
investments
automatically

Transfer/rollover
to an IRA

Buy an annuity

WHAT’S MOST IMPORTANT WHEN SAVING
FOR RETIREMENT?

12%
11%

Source: AB Research, 2021

Some interesting points pop out from the list. Nearly one-fourth of
our soon-to-retire respondents would transfer their DC plan assets
into an IRA, and almost one-fifth would leave those savings in the
DC plan. That speaks to the fact that 45% of all our respondents
know that their employer’s plan allows them to leave money in the
account. But what’s interesting and curious at the same time is that
only 11% of those nearing retirement would purchase an annuity.
That seems rather slim, considering that obtaining a steady stream
of income for life is the single most important issue among all
respondents in our surveys (Display above), as well as almost any
other survey on retirement concerns.

Source: AB Research, 2021
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We dug deeper into concerns and attitudes about annuities, asking
all our survey respondents what it is that makes them nervous
about guaranteed retirement income products (Display below).
The specter of inflation once again plays a prominent role among
their concerns. DC plan participants also balk at the necessity of
signing over all their assets in exchange for the guaranteed monthly
income. Furthermore, participants feel uncomfortable not having
access to those assets in case of emergency. And if they die early,
they not only don’t get the full income benefit they paid for, but they
won’t have any assets to pass on to beneficiaries.

WHAT MAKES YOU MOST NERVOUS ABOUT
BUYING A RETIREMENT INCOME PRODUCT
THAT PROVIDES MONTHLY INCOME FOR AS
LONG AS YOU LIVE? (SELECT ONE)

Inflation eroding the
purchasing power of
my income stream

32%

Giving up control of
assets/lack of access
in case of emergency

21%

If I die early, I don’t
get the income
benefit I paid for

18%

Too expensive/cost
too much

18%

Too confusing/too
complicated

In a further question, we avoided any mention of “buying” or “product”
and instead posed a choice:
• Would you rather have a set $50,000 in guaranteed annual income
(your money wouldn’t grow with the stock market, and you would
not have access to the principal of your account), or
• $40,000 in guaranteed annual income but your money could grow
with the stock market, and you would be able to access the money
in your account?
Two-thirds (67%) of our respondents chose the lower initial amount
that retains asset control and the potential for asset growth
through market appreciation (Display below). Interestingly, the
two youngest age groups (18–24 and 25–34) are more likely to
take the higher initial amount without any potential appreciation or
asset control. Perhaps that choice reflects the likelihood of higher
immediate financial obligations, such as college debts, mortgage
interest, other costs of starting a household and building a career.
It may also reflect the fact that younger participants typically
have lower DC account balances, less immediate concern for the
far-distant notion of retirement and lower financial literacy.3

WHICH WOULD YOU RATHER HAVE?

$40K in guaranteed annual income and your
money could grow with the stock market,
and you would be able to access the
money in your account

12%

Source: AB Research, 2021

$50K in guaranteed annual income, but
your money would not grow with the
stock market, and you would not have
access to the principal of your account

Source: AB Research, 2021

3 For more on this topic, see “Participant Personas,” the final section in this paper.
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Making Decisions: Ignorance Is Not Bliss
Clearly, a strong majority of participants have no intention of
giving up control of their assets. They not only want continued
access in case of emergencies, but they want the opportunity to
see those assets grow with market appreciation. Whether they
want to make all the determinations and decisions connected with
managing their retirement savings is a different matter altogether.
Deficient financial literacy certainly doesn’t help. In past surveys,
we asked a series of eight basic investing questions. On average,
roughly one-third of our respondents scored reasonably well.
This year, we made it simpler, only using three questions from the
previous surveys. While 43% got all three correct, 29% got two,

WHOM DO PARTICIPANTS TALK TO?

More than one-third (46%) make
their own investment decisions
without consulting anyone.

19% got one, and 9% got none. Sadly, one of the questions was
true–false, so even a blind guess might have gotten it right. Yet
nearly one-third (31%) of our respondents chose “I don’t know.”
Yes, that’s honest, but the greater truth is that the dial on financial
literacy hasn’t budged.
When making decisions for their retirement plan savings, nearly
half of participants (46%) call their own shots without consulting
anyone. One-fourth do work with financial advisors, and most
participants (83%) will at least discuss their decisions with their
spouse or partner. Despite low financial literacy and a prevalence
for going it alone, about half our respondents still feel confident in
their decision-making capabilities (Display left).
But the likelihood of 20 or 30 years without a paycheck in retirement
isn’t a guessing game that most people can afford to fail. So it’s
alarming to discover how many participants misjudge the pace at
which they could withdraw money from their savings—especially in
the current economic and market environment (Display below). A
shocking 60% think that they can annually withdraw 7% or more
from their retirement savings. Another 28% say that 4%–6% will
work, and perhaps, in the past, that would have been reasonable.
However, the old 4% rule of thumb was based on a far different
interest-rate environment that was much kinder for clipping coupons
in retirement. Some retirement researchers and our own current
estimates would place that withdrawal rate closer to 2.4%.4

HOW MUCH CAN YOU SAFELY SPEND?

Another 25% say that they make
decisions after consulting with a
financial advisor.

Imagine for a moment that you retired at age 65 and had
$500,000 in your retirement plan account. What percentage
of that $500,000 could you probably spend each year during
retirement without running out of money for the rest of your life?

1%–3%

12%

4%–6%

28%

7%–9%

Across all age groups and financial
circumstances, workers
overwhelmingly discuss their
retirement savings decisions with
their spouses or partners (83%).

16%
18%

10%–12%
13%+*

Don’t Know

14%
12%

* Includes five ranges
Source: AB, Inside the Minds of Plan Participants, 2021

Source: AB, Inside the Minds of Plan Participants, 2021

4 “Withdrawing from Retirement Savings: Is Four Percent a ‘Safe’ Rate?” Steve Vernon, Forbes, May 20, 2020.
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Hitting or Missing the Target?
When you have only a vague notion of your financial future and you don’t know
enough about how to get there, every bit of “do it for me” help should be the
obvious route.
Default Isn’t a Fault, It’s a Feature
A big part of the maturing of DC plans is the inclusion of automatic
enrollment, automatic escalation and qualified default investment
alternatives (QDIAs). The Department of Labor has eased the way
for DC plan sponsors to implement these tools. Why? They make
retirement investing easier and more sensible for many workers
who don’t have the financial experience or expertise to turn the
burdens and anxieties of investing into sound long-term results.
Across all plan sizes in our plan sponsor surveys, roughly six in 10
(61%) respondents say that they offer a target-date fund. For large,
institutional-size plans, that number jumps to over 90%.5 Among the
respondents in our plan participant survey, slightly more than one-third
(36%) say that they invest in TDFs. Of the rest, 43% of respondents
say that they don’t use TDFs, and 20% don’t know if they do or don’t.

Respondents Answering Incorrectly (Who Know Whether
They Use TDFs)

67%
56%

50%

68%

71%

57%

 2021 TDF Users

Accout balance
guaranteed
to never
go down

41%

45%
39%

44%

39% 41%

35%
24%

2021 TDF Users

21%

2021 TDF Nonusers

 Materials say that the funds are guaranteed
 Year listed in fund name means that it’s guaranteed to be sufficiently
funded in that year
 Representative said that funds were guaranteed
Source: AB, Inside the Minds of Plan Participants, 2021

Regardless of whether participants use TDFs or not, most of them
lack a basic understanding of how these funds work (Display above).
In fact, among plan participants in general, less than 40% have a
clear idea of what the date signifies in a target-date fund’s name.

42%

Guarantee
you’ll meet your
income needs
in retirement

Why do you think that TDFs are guaranteed? Percentage of
Respondents Who Believe that TDFs Are Guaranteed

2018 TDF Users

SORRY, WRONG ANSWER

59%

WHERE’S THE CONFUSION? IN THE
MATERIALS? IN THE DATE?

What’s more disconcerting is that the percentage of respondents
giving wrong answers has increased over our last few surveys.
For example, in 2015, 36% of TDF users incorrectly thought that
TDFs were FDIC-insured. Today, nearly double that number (68%)
mistakenly believe that TDFs are FDIC-insured.
Invested in
100% cash
at retirement

 2021 TDF Nonusers

Source: AB Research, 2021

FDIC
Insured

Misunderstandings about target-date funds shouldn’t make plan
sponsors or participants shy away from using them. Participant
financial illiteracy extends to all aspects of retirement savings and
spending. Any efforts to overcome that qualify as a vast improvement.

5 Source: DC Trends Survey, Callan Institute, 2020.
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Bring the Benefits into Focus
Retirement savings education efforts by DC plan sponsors have
garnered only slight to modest results. But that may gain more
traction in the future via financial wellness programs that focus on
today’s day-to-day household financial health. In the meantime, it
might be helpful for plan sponsors to increase their use of QDIAs
and automatic features. These may do a better job of reaching more
nonparticipants as well as putting more low-saving participants on
a better path to retirement readiness.

WHAT FEATURES WOULD MOST INFLUENCE
YOU TO INVEST IN TDFS?
(Select your top three features)

It would make managing my
retirement savings very easy

50%
32%

It is easy to understand

While our surveys note strong percentages of participants wanting to
make their own decisions, our surveys also uncovered strong levels
of acceptance for target-date funds among the 20% of respondents
who didn’t know whether target-date funds were offered in
their DC plans. Among all age groups, that acceptance level is
roughly three-fourths (74%). The strongest response comes from
35–54-year-olds. The oldest group (65–75) are the least inclined,
probably because their plans are relatively settled and less likely to
gain any significant advantage from any major structural change.
We then asked that unaware 20% of respondents, along with the
43% of respondents who don’t invest in TDFs, what features would
most influence them to invest in a target-date fund (Display right).
The top three responses show that our respondents may sense
what their biggest handicaps are and want to rectify those
shortcomings: Make it easy (50%). Keep me appropriately
invested—not just during the saving years but also in retirement
(47%). Give me a professional money manager who will allocate my
investments according to my time frame for retirement (36%).

The target-date fund would keep me
appropriately invested as I save for
retirement as well as in retirement

47%

I like the fact that I would only have
to respond to one question
("when do I plan on retiring?")

32%

The investments made within this
fund are a better choice than what
I think I could do on my own

30%

It would let me have a professional
money manager invest my
retirement savings according to my
time frame for retirement

36%

I have little interest in investing, and
this would be a simple but good way
to invest my retirement savings
Other

I don't find any of these
features appealing

17%
1%
18%

Source: AB Research, 2021
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What’s Next?
DC plans were the retirement savings innovation 40 years ago.
Target-date funds were the important step forward 20 years
later. Today, with the massive baby-boomer generation stepping
into retirement, the focus has shifted from retirement savings
to retirement spending. The quest for the government, financial
industry and plan sponsors is to find reasonable ways to include
secure lifetime income in the DC participant’s financial journey
through life.
We asked our survey respondents about one such solution: a
target-date fund with the additional feature of a guaranteed
stream of income in retirement. We gave them a clear, detailed
description,6 noting the potential for the income stream to grow
from market appreciation, with income protection in down markets
and the flexibility to take out part or all of the account balance
without incurring withdrawal fees. Two-thirds of our respondents
(67%) find this type of target-date fund appealing or very appealing
(Display right). In a follow-up question, nearly as many (63%) say
that they would be likely to invest in such a solution.
When we then asked how they’d feel if their employer automatically
invested their DC contributions into such a target-date fund with a
guaranteed income feature, their response was strikingly positive.
Nearly half say that they’d like it and another one-third say that
they wouldn’t object. In fact, none of our respondents are against
being automatically placed in this type of fund, although 18% say
that they’d keep at least some assets in that fund and move some
money to other investment options.

TDF INVESTORS WHO FIND LIFETIME INCOME
TDF APPEALING

9%

1%

37%
Top 2 (NET)

23%

67%

Bottom 2 (Net)

10%

29%
 Extremely Appealing  Appealing
 Somewhat Appealing
 Not Very Appealing
 Not Appealing at All
Source: AB Research, 2021

These respondents are clearly telling us what’s next on their wish
list for their workplace DC plan. Once again, it’s notable that the
younger respondents respond more favorably to this solution
than those who are 55 and older. We believe that these types of
in-plan guaranteed income solutions will likely play an important
part in what’s next for many companies’ competitive suite of
employee benefits.

6 See inside front cover for survey’s description of this target-date fund with a guaranteed stream of income in retirement.
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Participant Personas:
Acting Their Attitude, Not Their Age
The guiding principles of our lives get hardwired into our behaviors early on. So we
often approach investing and retirement readiness from embedded attitudes, not age.
What’s Your Target Market(s)?

But that’s about investments. Communications are about people.

Automatic enrollment. QDIAs—target-date funds, balanced
accounts, managed accounts. Automatic escalation. Financial
wellness programs. With all these methods for making retirement
saving easy, simple and, essentially, effortless, the frustration
for many plan sponsors is how to create more effective traction
between DC plan benefits and plan participants.
Participant communications typically treat workers as a “one size
fits all” population. And if some interaction gets more granular,
it’s often apportioned by age brackets. That’s not necessarily a
wrong approach. After all, the “glide” in target-date glide paths
gets built based on appropriate levels of risk for different age
groups. To a large extent, that’s even true of customized glide-path
formulations. Our research corroborates industry consensus that
age is the single most important factor in glide-path efficacy.

In our recent DC plan sponsor survey, they say their greatest worry
is that participants don’t know how much they need to save in the
plan to meet retirement needs. Along with that, nearly half of plan
sponsors feel that it’s very important to improve the effectiveness
of their plan’s communication program. If that doesn’t happen, they
worry that participants won’t be able to retire. And that’s not good
for anyone—participants, plan sponsors or the company itself.
We feel that hitting the communication target calls for a subtler,
more aware approach than generalized or even age-based
messaging. That’s why we developed our three investor personas:
Capable, Eager and Conservative (Display below).
We crafted a series of 14 questions that were directly or indirectly
concerned with finance and investing (see “Finding Your Fit”

Getting inside the minds of different types of participants

Capable

Eager

Conservative

Confident Investors

Young, Unaware Participants

Cautious Savers

Feel knowledgeable about

Have high enthusiasm and high

Have low confidence and low

investing and did well on our

confidence but very low scores

investing acumen but are

financial literacy test

on our investing quiz

diligent savers and actually
know more than they may realize
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on page 21). The three personas that emerged may provide a
breakthrough for DC plans in connecting with participants. We
find a striking connection between high engagement and higher
deferral rates, higher confidence and better retirement savings.

Capables—Clear-Eyed, Knowledgeable, Pragmatic
Higher deferral rates make a telling example of higher engagement
with retirement readiness. A solid 44% of Capable investors
contribute 10% or more of their annual pay to their DC plan. In
contrast, 35% of Conservatives rally to the double-digit deferral
rates, and only 29% of Eagers do. On many other positive metrics
in our 14-question persona analysis, Capables score higher than
the other two groups (Display below). Perhaps the most striking
difference is that 72% of Capables acknowledge the long-term
nature of prudent investing, while less than half of the other two
groups do.

Pop Quiz—Questionable Capabilities
Overall, Capable investors score higher on financial literacy,
although Conservatives come pretty close (Display below).
Eagers don’t do so well. Remarkably, the greatest discrepancy
between Capables and the other two personas is on the true/false
question: “Buying a single company stock usually provides a safer
return than a stock mutual fund.” The correct answer is: False.
Among the personas, 71% of Capables got that right, and 53%
of Conservatives did, too. But only 42% of Eagers landed on the
answer. Only the Capable group has a majority who answered all
three questions correctly.

LESS JEOPARDY, MORE WHEEL OF
MISFORTUNE
Financial literacy quiz results for each group

CAPABLES: GOOD DECISIONS, THOUGHTFUL
APPROACHES
Percentage of Each Persona Group Who Strongly Agree/Agree

Knowledgeable about investing
and money matters

52%
38%

Capable

26%

Eager

37%

Conservative

13%

Confident that they can make good
financial and investing decisions

Made really good investments
in the past

Enjoy planning and thinking
about financial matters

Confident that they’ll have enough
saved to retire when they want

54%
40%
26%
55%
38%
26%
58%
51%
26%
43%
35%
24%
72%

Long-term investor

 Capable
Source: AB Research, 2021

56%

45%
40%
 Eager

 Conservative
Source: AB Research, 2021
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Eagers—Irrational Exuberance?
Eagers may score low on investing acumen, but they’re ready to
learn and not afraid to try something new. They’re the ones most
vocal about socially responsible investing. They’re also the group
most happy to let their employer automatically enroll them in a
target-date fund. Unfortunately, as a group, they think that 8%
is an acceptable annual withdrawal rate. Only one-fourth use a
professional advisor. And during this past year, one-third tapped into
their retirement savings, 44% used emergency savings, and 59%
are carrying balances on their credit cards. Despite these red flags,
nearly three-fourths think that they are probably or definitely on
track for meeting the amount they’ll need to retire.

EAGERS: HEY, BIG SPENDER! SPEND LESS,
SAVE MORE
Percentage of Each Persona Group

Conservative Investors: Worry, Why Should I Make
Myself Worry…
This group, on average, is only one year older than Capables, but
Conservatives seem to worry a lot (Display below). Retirement
confidence, on average, may have dropped to 35% in this survey,
but it plunged to only 24% among our Conservative investors.
Market swings make the majority of them nervous (53%). Only 18%
of them feel that they’re definitely on track to retire, and even fewer
(11%) feel that they have a high level of investment experience. Yet
they score relatively well on our financial literacy quiz. In fact, 74%
of Conservatives got two or three answers correct, which is quite
close to how Capables fared (78%). And they have an outstanding
ethic about saving: they strongly identify as more of a saver than an
investor (84%) and even more of a saver than a spender (86%).

CONSERVATIVES: WORRY LESS,
INVEST BETTER
Percentage of Each Persona Group

2%
83%

More of a spender than a saver

46%
34%
24%

1%
Retirement confidence

3%
48%

Don’t follow a financial plan

33%
45%
53%

25%
Market swings make them nervous
Have an unmanageable debt
compared with income

7%
33%

36%
31%

7%
Have a specific investment strategy

12%

44%
54%
37%

Would rather make transactions
by computer

20%
41%

More of a saver than an investor

 Capable

 Eager

84%

 Conservative

Source: AB Research, 2021

Eagers are the group that can be most identified with age: they’re
typically about 10 years younger, on average, than the other two
personas. So the good news for them is that time is on their side.
But if that time isn’t spent improving their grades, plan sponsors
would do well to get as many of these Eager investors into a QDIA
that does the investing for them.

 Capable

 Eager

 Conservative

Source: AB Research, 2021
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Capables might become better investors with a well-diversified
target-date fund, but they are also the least likely of the personas
to be in one—only 30%, versus roughly 40% for each of the other
personas. As a group, they feel more knowledgeable and confident
about investing. So they’d be more likely to prefer retaining control.
And while none of the Capables would opt out of a target-date
fund with a guaranteed income feature, they are more likely to
keep only some money in and deploy some to other investments
(Display below).

HOW WOULD YOU FEEL IF YOU WERE
AUTOMATICALLY INVESTED INTO A
TARGET-DATE FUND WITH A GUARANTEED
INCOME FEATURE?

43%
72%

I would like it

26%
37%
23%
43%

I would opt out

I would keep some money in the
TDF and move some to
other investments

Source: AB Research, 2021

We developed a series of 14 statements that were directly
or indirectly related to finances and investing. Respondents
could choose from a range of five answers as to how strongly
they agreed or not with each statement (strongly agree, agree,
somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, disagree completely).
The 14 statements are:

1 I enjoy planning and thinking about financial matters
2 I don’t really follow any kind of financial plan
3	
I am eager to learn more about investing so that I can
4 I am more of a saver than an investor
5 I am more of a spender than a saver
6 I am interested in simplifying my finances
7 I am a long-term investor
8	
I am confident that I will have saved enough money to
retire when I want and in a comfortable lifestyle

9	
I am knowledgeable about investing and

>1%
0%
0%

money matters

10	I am confident in my ability to make good financial
and investing decisions

20%

11 In the past, I have made some really good investments
12	I would rather make a transaction by computer than

5%
31%
 Capable

How AB derived the three
participant personas

do a better job with my investments

Percentage of Each Persona Group

I would not object

Finding your fit:

 Eager

 Conservative

with a person

13 I am not very comfortable with computers
14	Doing financial transactions by computer is safe
and secure

By analyzing the range of answers to these 14 statements
(the fancy term is “hierarchical segmentation analysis”),
we found three relatively equal-weighted clusters of
participant persona attitudes, which we used to define the
participant personas.
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Demographics

Capable

Eager

Conservative

Median Age

47

37

46

Median “Inner Voice” Age

47

39

48

Married/Partnered

64%

64%

57%

Median Household Income

$105,000

$86,000

$84,000

Total DC Assets

$175,000

$75,000

$75,000

Very Confident/Confident Retirement Outlook

46%

34%

24%

Median Savings Outside DC

$75,000

$35,000

$35,000

Graduate Degree

29%

20%

20%

Female

38%

52%

64%

Financial Literacy: Perfect Score (3 for 3)

56%

26%

37%

Financial Literacy: Perfectly Lost (0 for 3)

5%

16%

9%

Confident Investors

Young, Unaware Participants

Cautious Savers

Attitudes Toward Retirement (% of each persona group)
Use a financial advisor

37%

21%

35%

Top DC savings goal: retirement income

72%

49%

Confident that investments will generate lifetime income

22%

45%

31%
36%

Change investment mix frequently
(daily, monthly or quarterly)

69%

22%

41%

Monitor retirement plan investments online

75%
72%

Have a desire to pick own mix of individual funds
Comfortable making asset-allocation decisions
Very experienced/experienced with making
investment decisions

33%

Very confident to confident of comfortable retirement

24%

34%

Have a specific strategy to retirement goals
In substantial market downturn, move money to
different investments

Source: AB Research, 2021

64%

48%

36%

11%

65%

51%

44%

43%

46%

56%
15%
17%

86%

84%

60%

31%

 Capable

 Eager

 Conservative
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What’s Next? Suggested Steps
Above all, listen to your participants! Help them face what’s next for their
retirement readiness by providing them with the key DC plan ingredient they
want: a guaranteed source of retirement income.
Improve Knowledge and Confidence with Targeted
Communications
Each of our three investor personas has distinct advantages
and hurdles. Plan sponsors and providers can leverage those
distinctions to increase engagement, which can ultimately lead to
greater knowledge and better use of a company’s DC plan.

Eager, Young, Unaware Participants have time and
interest on their side.
Their biggest hurdle: they need to make the most of those “assets”
to invest well.
Suggested actions:

Capable, Confident Investors prize their independence
and feel that they can do a better investing job.
Their biggest hurdle: they may not truly comprehend the potential
pain of taking too much risk.
Suggested action:
• Improve their engagement by delivering targeted articles on the
risk/reward hazards of specific investments and investing issues
(such as liquidity scarcity and crowded trades).

• Explain the startling long-term, cumulative difference that
results from higher contribution rates early on. This may resonate
with them.
• Give them comparative graphics showing the potential growth
advantages of long-term investing in equities versus the drag of too
much safety (including bonds and money-market funds) in the early
decades of retirement saving.
• Make the most of social media to connect with Eagers!

Conservative, Cautious Savers need to grasp the
potential of high-return investments.
Their biggest hurdle: they need help increasing their comfort level
with investing.
Suggested actions:
• Help them see that time can be on their side, too.
• Show them the damaging risk of a savings shortfall from an overly
safe approach to investing—they may gain confidence in embracing
greater growth potential.
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NOTE TO ALL READERS:
Note to All Readers: The information contained herein reflects, as of the date hereof, the views of AllianceBernstein L.P. (or its applicable affiliate providing this publication) (“AB”)
and sources believed by AB to be reliable. No representation or warranty is made concerning the accuracy of any data compiled herein. In addition, there can be no guarantee
that any projection, forecast or opinion in these materials will be realized. Past performance is neither indicative of, nor a guarantee of, future results. The views expressed herein
may change at any time subsequent to the date of issue hereof. These materials are provided for informational purposes only and under no circumstances may any information
contained herein be construed as investment advice. AB does not provide tax, legal or accounting advice. The information contained herein does not take into account your
particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs and you should, in considering this material, discuss your individual circumstances with professionals in those areas
before making any decisions. Any information contained herein may not be construed as any sales or marketing materials in respect of, or an offer or solicitation for the purchase
or sale of, any financial instrument, product or service sponsored or provided by AllianceBernstein L.P. or any affiliate or agent thereof. References to specific securities are
presented solely in the context of industry analysis and are not to be considered recommendations by AB. This is not intended to be legal advice (and should not be relied upon as
such) but just a discussion of issues. Plan sponsors should consult with their legal advisors for advice regarding their particular circumstances.
There is no guarantee that any forecasts or opinions in this material will be realized. Information should not be construed as investment advice.
Investment Products Offered • Are Not FDIC Insured • May Lose Value • Are Not Bank Guaranteed
The [A/B] logo is a service mark of AllianceBernstein and AllianceBernstein® is a registered trademark used by permission of the owner, AllianceBernstein L.P.
© 2022 AllianceBernstein L.P.
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